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Owned by Rupert 
Murdoch
$8billion

Lagardere SA
$2billion

Division of 
Bertelsmann 

$20billion

Education tech 
$2billion



https://www.theguardian.com/books/2022/aug/02/pearson-plans-to-sell-its-textbooks-as-nfts



https://www.reuters.com/legal/litigation/author-coalition-blasts
-publishers-legal-fight-with-internet-archive-2022-09-29/

Some Authors Fight for Libraries
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Digital Ownership at issue  

Not Dead Yet



Universal Access to All Knowledge
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99,000,000,000,000,000 Bytes Archived
(99 PetaBytes)

 







what happens 
if corporations 
license rather 

than sell digital 
things?



what happens if corporations license 
rather than sell digital things?

they get to hold onto them, forever.



what happens if corporations license 
rather than sell digital things?

and they can decide what can be done with them, forever.



what happens if corporations license 
rather than sell digital things?

and they can take them away at any time.



Consider Digital Books…

if you can not buy one, but only lease it, then…



…then every reading event will 
be permissioned

…every page is tracked by the publisher



  change a book at any time,

        and no libraries will own digital books, 

        Corporations and Governments can change history.



 and no amount of digital currency or 
copyright law changes will stop it: 

… the ‘miracle’ of license agreements

 and there will be fewer and fewer publishers



Sounds bad, but…
   is it happening?



Yes– 
unless we win our lawsuit



Disappearing 
books? Yes



Watching every page? Yes



Book
Banning? 

Yes



What should we do?



Support indie publishers who sell books



Support 
AntiTrust; 

block 
mergers



And, Support the Internet Archive
+ Libraries that own collections



Thank you!
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